
2023  FEBRUARY IPG SESSION REPORT 

Another bright fast and breezy iPhone/iPad Group Session having been postponed from Tuesday we 

met together on Thursday 16th with thirty-three Seniornet & U3A members coming together for the 

first time. 

As ever the music start-off Courtesy of YouTube “Running Up That Hill” BBC Children in Need Show 

https://youtu.be/S-ySsC835k0 

A reminder of Apple updates being so important in keeping our devices up-to-date with security etc.  

But not every update happens automatically – Settings-General-Software Updates then follow 

instructions, try to have your device plugged in while this is happening. 

We then heard a member’s personal story of an incident in the car park of a local store trying to 

remember the car and the licence plate number whilst rushing into the store to report, lesson “use 

your phone, take a picture!  Even from a locked screen hit the home key then slide across the screen 

right-to-left to activate the camera.   

So what was that “teaser” we got what or where is Alfred??    It was in fact a simple remote 

camera/security ability.  Provided we have another, say older or just a spare iPhone go the App. 

Store search for Alfred then download and install on both devices-designate one as the Camera the 

other as a monitor.  Checkout the options within the function within the App. Alfred 

Transition to U3A Roger gave us a very comprehensive introduction to U3A and how they, and soon 

us to operate.  Please look at their website familiarise just how this group intends to continue to 

operate   u3anelson.org.nz      From the end of March onwards U3A membership is required to 

enable attendance at these iPG sessions, and for anyone/everyone to receive Notices, Reports, 

Dates relating to these gatherings.  Please look at their website to see all the other many options. 

If you would like or prefer to receive these Reports directly emailed to you, just email 

stuart.yank@gmail.com to be added to the iPG Mailing List (bcc) 

Jim talked to us about Podcasts we have the App. but Jim explained all about the how to get 

Podcasts from various online resources like the BBC or Spotify or Radio NZ they are many and varied 

Jim continued with Daily, free apps from  AppAdvice.  Daily offerings of Free Apps. and some at basic 

cost.   

'Thunderspace' sounds of gentle rain/ distant thunder and other sounds available to aid sleep.  We 

might remember the old cardboard tubes you could rotate to give you Kaleidoscope images and 

patterns, there is an App. now for this.  Download the AppAdvice App. to see the daily offers to grab 

We can use dictation with writing an email as well as with “Talking” a Text or a WhatsApp.  message  

With email just click on the box before you then hit the microphone tab next to the spacebar then 

speak.  Much laughter filled the hall when Roger tried to demonstrate this entering every word 

within the address bar, the double act of having Roger and Rod bouncing humour off each other was 

joyful for us all.  But with practise within a quiet space (no R & R) you can write whatever you want. 

We then talked about the myth regarding hitting the Home key twice in quick succession to expose 

the background or just used Apps. when trying to save battery, but in fact if we regularly use those 

Apps. by deleting them and then re-loading it would use more battery power than leaving them to 

run in the background.  Only useful if you wanted to hide a particular function to may have used. 

https://youtu.be/S-ySsC835k0
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what3words App. We were shown the newer TV amusing promo issued by DHL in conjunction with 

what3words “brilliant entertaining and thrilling” take a look  https://youtu.be/-Nw0dTRHzDI  

How does it work https://youtu.be/6qR9QVsIZW4  A look at the basics with Arlo Guthrie 

Then came the exciting “offer” of the free Seniornet pen, not just any pen, but a Super pen 

that we can use on our screens for drawing while editing pictures. 

Helen’s Gems One of the main highlights of all our sessions demonstrating the newer App. 

on the IOS 16. Update “Freeform” Helen had already prepared a mock-up example on her 

device, showing us just how to manipulate and to add various pictures or script to the display 

sometimes using the super Seniornet pen.   These super Seniornet pens were distributed 

under extremely tight criteria, one had to promise to use the Freeform App. or experience of 

writing script on ones pictures or prepared to “give-it-a –go   We hope to see some results 

next session.  It was noted that more than one person, each on a different device can edit 

the one image.  Hopefully we can expand on this with Helen next time. 

Next up was an on-line tutorial via YouTube Ellen who has her own channel giving video 

demonstrations with her Apple devices.  After a number of email exchanges with Stuart, 

Ellen agreed for her tutorials to be used freely on our hall screen.  Ellen is awaiting feedback 

which I will send to her.  We are so used to seeing the boys with their own style of demo’s it 

was a nice to see the change of pace with Ellen.  We used “How to scan w/the Notes App.”  

https://youtu.be/FucqMqI7bAs    more next time. 

My thanks to the fantastic contributing Team of people helping to make the Interest Group so much 

fun to attend:- 

Chris Meet & Greet 

Mary for all the refreshments (those special chocolate biscuits only for the iPG) 

June for all these Notes post session 

Helen for her always special Helen’s Gems 

Roger & Rod for their special contributions and with the tech 

Jim for his forever really special offerings and insight 

Come early if you can for the next Session on 14th March at 1.00pm a video about “ iCloud and the 

Environment”  run time 29 mins. Followed by the usual iPG 

Host/Convenor/Presenter for both Seniornet & U3A       Stuart    

REMINDER – Seniornet emails and communications will cease from the end of 

March.  Enrol with U3A to be able to continue attending these enjoyable fun 

sessions 

To receive direct info email  stuart.yank@gmail.com to added to the IPG Mailing 
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